Author of Mike & Me:
An Inspiring Guide for Couples Who Choose
to Face Alzheimer’s Together at Home
Seattle author Rosalys (Rose Alice)
Peel is a teacher and a storyteller.
Her book Mike & Me, shares a personal
journey where love triumphs over the
dreaded effects of Alzheimer’s.
Acclaimed by neurologists, nurses,
ministers, coaches and Alzheimer’s
experts, she shares stories of “lessons
learned” in three separate sessions in
Fairbanks. These strategies apply to
many different circumstances of aging
and disabilities, not just Alzheimer’s.

“Mike and I surpassed virtually all expectations for this disease, and discovered new ways to
experience 10 full years of life, love and marriage. Through it all, we approached each day by
living with, rather than dying from, Alzheimer’s. This book will show you how.”

Join us for the following sessions:
Wednesday, March 27th
Presentation: 12-1pm
Q&A: 1-2pm

Bring your Brown Bag Lunch!
NOEL WIEN PUBLIC LIBRARY
• 1215 Cowles Street •

When her husband Mike was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, he
and Rosalys set a plan for how
they could live the rest of their
lives together to the fullest. Then
they set about doing it. This
session will share support for
couples confronting
Alzheimer’s together.

MONDAY, APRIL 1ST

Lunch Presentation: 12-1pm

Informal Q&A Afterwards
• Soup $5 • Buffet Lunch $20 •

Raven Landing
• 1222 Cowles Street •

Tuesday, APRIL 2nd

A Conversation with Families
Session: 7-8:30pm

Raven Landing
• 1222 Cowles Street •

Not all families can manage to
In this presentation, Rosalys will
keep their loved one at home.
share how she and her husband
This session will share ideas to
responded to his diagnosis of
keep the relationship strong and
Alzheimer’s. The story includes
explain how Mike and Rosalys
their initial fears and their decision
developed a support team of
to deal with it together at home.
family, friends and professionals
She ends by describing what each
that eased their most challenging
of us can do to help others who are
moments.
in similar situations.
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